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LEARN TO PLAY

Introduction
You no sooner set foot inside the ancient ruins than 

the tunnel behind you collapses. Foul laughter 
screeches all around you. You cannot hope to dig your 
way out; all you can do is search for an exit…

Game Overview
Warhammer Quest: � e Adventure Card Game is a 
cooperative game in which one to four players control 
a party of heroes cooperating to complete a series of 
quests set amid the evil and chaos of the Warhammer 
universe. 

� is game features the “An Uneasy Alliance” campaign, 
which spans � ve quests that players can either spread 
out among several game sessions or play in a single, 
longer game session. � is game also includes “Lost In 
the Dark,” a single-session delve quest that uses most of 
the rules of a campaign quest with some modi� cations 
(“Delve Quests” on page 14).

During both the campaign and the delve quest, heroes 
increase in power as they � nd equipment and gain 
abilities necessary to overcome the challenges they 
will face.

Components

32 Action Cards
(4 heroes, 8 cards

per hero)

32 Action Cards

Aid

 » Aid:  .
 » The target hero may ready 1 action.

 » You and the target hero each 
recover 1.

Priests of Sigmar are able to call down 
blessings upon themselves and their allies.

Warrior Priest - Basic

Sigmar’s Light

50 Enemy Cards

2
1

Prey

inflict
0

I
Greenskin

Goblin Warrior

Prey: This enemy engages the 
hero with the most .Goblins are endlessly wicked and 

mean-spirited, forever thieving and 
hurting those too weak to fight back. 

26 Location Cards

I

6
2
2

A chamber with many exits. Some 
go up, some go down. Choosing 

the correct path will be difficult. At the end of the location phase, 
discard 1 progress from this 
location.

Civilized

Confounding Stairs

12 Hero Cards
(4 heroes, 3 cards per hero)

Bright Wizard

10

Bright Wizards are  

masters of Aqshy, the Lore 

of Fire. They are known 

to be just as volatile and 

combustible in personality 

as the explosive magic they 

control.
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Bright Wizard
14

If this hero is the party 
leader, she activates 
twice during each hero 
phase.

6 Quest Sheets
(double-sided)
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Penalty

SetuP
A Foul Stench 

Bloodied and beaten, you scurry for the exit. 

Mocking laughter chases you from the tunnel. 

Your failure will most certainly lead to further 

illness and death.

Add Odious Grump to the campaign pool.

Screaming curses, the goblin flees into the darkness. “I’z gonna git yer! 

Jest yer wait!” You briefly pursue, but he quickly draws out of sight. 

Clean-up is no small task, but you secure the remaining barrels. It may 

take a few days, but Schompf ’s water should flow clean again soon.

Add Odious Grump and 1 Legendary Fortune 

gear card to the campaign pool.

Enemies: Shuffle Giant Bats, Gigantic Spiders, Goblin Warriors, Orc Boys, 4 open standard enemies, and 2 open elite 

enemies together. Place the Odious Grump nemesis card in the nemesis lair; he spawns through peril effects. 

Locations: Shuffle 3 open locations together. Then, place the Grump’s Sump location card on the bottom of that deck. 

Gear and Dungeon Decks: Shuffle 12 open gear cards together. Shuffle 12 open dungeon cards together.

The city of Schompf had never seen anything like it. The youngest fell to sickness a moon ago, and their elders soon followed 

them into the grave. At first, it was believed to be a plague brought on by the debauchery of a travelling carnival, 

but the execution and burning of the entire troupe did nothing to quell the problem.

A perplexed and dying city was on the verge of collapse until an unsuspecting rat-catcher named Jod began spreading tales of a peculiar odor— 

“more peculiar than usual”—emanating from the sewers. Jod informs you that he has also stumbled across a secret entrance dug into the tunnels 

on the outskirts of town; something has recently been accessing the city’s water supply, no doubt for devious purposes. You must investigate.
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Clean-up is no small task, but you secure the remaining barrels. It may 
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Your failure will most certainly lead to further

Victory Defeat

A Foul Stench 

If all heroes are defeated, resolve “Penalty” on the back of this sheet.During the location phase, if Grump’s Sump is fully explored, 
resolve “Reward” on the back of this sheet.
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38 Dungeon Cards

item

You may discard this card before a hero’s activation to exhaust  2 non-nemesis enemies.

Horn of Grimnir

33 Gear Cards

Hand Axe

After your activation, 
you may discard 1 
and exhaust 1 action 
card to choose  
1 enemy engaged 
with you. That  
enemy suffers 1.

Weapon - Melee

12 Condition Cards
(3 types, 4 cards per type)

Bleeding

After your activation, suffer 1.After another hero aids you, discard this card.

45 Wound Tokens
(double-sided)

20 Success Tokens

9 Progress Tokens
(double-sided)

1 Party Leader Token

1 Peril Token

12 Legendary
Gear Cards

Waywatcher

Weapon - Missile

Asrai Longbow

During your attack 
action, you may apply 
+1 for each  
rolled.

6 Dice
(3 hero, 3 enemy)

6 Dice1 Rules Reference 1 Rules Reference 
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way out; all you can do is search for an exit…

USING THIS BOOKLET

� is Learn to Play Booklet is written with the 
sole purpose of teaching new players how to play  
Warhammer Quest: � e Adventure Card Game. 
For this reason, this booklet omits many rules 
exceptions and card interactions.

In addition to this booklet, this game includes a 
Rules Reference that handles questions and special 
exceptions that are not answered in this booklet.
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Tutorial
� e easiest way to learn the rules for Warhammer 
Quest: � e Adventure Card Game is to play the tutorial. 
A� er learning the gameplay basics found in the � rst 
part of this document, players can set up the tutorial 
by following the steps below. A� er completing the 
tutorial, players can learn the advanced rules found 
later in this document. � en, players are ready to play 
the campaign.

1. Choose Heroes: Each player chooses one of the 
four available heroes: Dwarf Ironbreaker, Wood Elf 
Waywatcher, Warrior Priest, or Bright Wizard.

Each player takes the matching hero card with the 
lowest number in the lower-right corner and that 
hero’s four basic action cards, which are identi� ed 
on the bottom of each card. If playing with only 
one player, that player controls two heroes and 
takes the hero and action cards of both heroes.

2. Place Location Card: Place the “� rong of Webs” 
location card faceup in the play area where all 
players can see it. � is is the location that players 
will explore during this tutorial.
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Thick webs choke the area, threatening 
to ensnare any interlopers as easily 
as the flies, rats, goblins, and horses 

these spiders seem to feed upon. 

At the end of the location phase, 
the party leader exhausts 1 action.
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TUTORIAL SETUP DIAGRAM (TWO-PLAYER GAME)

Bleeding

After your activation, 
suffer 1.

After another hero aids 
you, discard this card.

Sickened

During your action, 
apply -1.

Before your rest action, 
discard this condition.

Empowered

Do not exhaust the next 
action card you use. 

During that action, apply 
+1 and +1.

After that action, discard 
this condition.

1
3
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Throng of Webs26

Bleeding

After your activation,

1

3. Create Dungeon Deck: Remove the two “Locked 
Gold Chest” cards, the “Warpstone” card, and the 
“Cannon” card and return them to the game box; 
they will not be used for the tutorial. � en, shu�  e 
the remaining dungeon cards to form the dungeon 
deck and place it facedown in the play area in reach 
of all players.

4. Place Enemies: Search the enemy cards for two grey 
“Rat Swarm” cards, two grey “Night Goblin Archer” 
cards, and two grey “Giant Wolf” cards. Shu�  e 
these cards and randomly deal one faceup in front 
of each hero and two facedown to the centre of the 
play area where all players can reach them. Return 
all enemy cards that were not dealt to the game box.

5. Create Supply: Separate the wound tokens, success 
tokens, and progress tokens, placing them in 
supply piles in reach of all players. Also, place all 
dice and condition cards in the play area.

6. Choose Party Leader: Players choose one player to 
be the party leader. � at player receives the party 
leader token and takes the � rst turn when the game 
begins.

LEARN TO PLAY

45 Wound Tokens
(double-sided)

9 Progress Tokens
(double-sided)

3



Playing the Game
Warhammer Quest: � e Adventure Card Game is played 
over a series of game rounds. During a game round, 
each hero activates, each enemy activates, and then the 
party resolves a location e� ect.

HERO ACTIVATION
At the start of each game round, beginning with the 
party leader and proceeding clockwise, each hero takes 
a turn activating. When a hero activates, he performs 
an action.

Performing Actions
Each hero has four action cards, one for each of the 
following action types: 

To perform an action, a hero chooses and exhausts one 
of his readied action cards.

AidExplore Rest Attack

Readied ActionReadied Action

Aid

 » Aid:  .

 » The target hero may ready 1 action and 
may suffer 1 to claim 1 and ready 
1 additional action.

More than simply fire, Aqshy is the 
magic wind of passion and anger.

Bright Wizard - Basic

Fan the Flames

Exhausted Action

A
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.
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 1


 and ready 
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asic

Fan
 th
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One of each hero’s action cards contains a prepare icon. 
A� er the active hero performs an action that has a 
prepare icon, he readies each of his action 
cards (including the card with the icon) so they 
will be available for the next round. Certain 
game e� ects allow or force heroes to exhaust 
action cards, but those e� ects cannot cause the 
card with the prepare icon to exhaust.

A� er choosing an action card, the active hero resolves 
the e� ects listed on that card from top to bottom.

� e main e� ect of each action card is its action, 
which appears in bolded small caps. To resolve an 
action, the active hero gathers and rolls dice.

GATHERING DICE

� e active hero gathers one white die for each die icon 
that appears a� er an action’s name.

� en, the active hero gathers one black die for each 
readied enemy with which he is engaged.

An enemy in play is either engaged with a hero or 
in the shadows. An enemy that is in a hero’s play 
area is engaged with that hero. An enemy in the centre 
of the play area is not engaged with any hero and is 
in the shadows. � is tutorial begins with one enemy 
engaged with each hero and two enemies facedown in 
the shadows.

“…and deliver us unto evil,

Prepare 
Icon

» Aid:  .

» The target hero may ready 1 action and 
may suffer 1 to claim 1 and ready
1 additional action.

Effects Listed on an
Aid Card

An Aid Action with
Two Die Icons

» Aid:  .

Readied Enemy

21
Preyinflict
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I
Greenskin

Goblin Warrior

Prey: This enemy engages the 
hero with the most .

Goblins are endlessly wicked and 
mean-spirited, forever thieving and 
hurting those too weak to fight back. 

Exhausted Enemy
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ROLLING DICE

A� er gathering dice, the active hero rolls them and 
resolves each die icon as follows:

• Success (): For each , the active hero applies 
one success to his action. Successes have unique 
e� ects based on which action the hero is performing 
(see “Applying Successes” to the right).

• Critical Success (): For each , the 
active hero applies one success to his 
action and then rerolls the die. A hero 
can use success tokens () from the 
supply to track each success before he 
rerolls the die.

• Defence (): For each , the active hero reduces 
the number of wounds () he su� ers during the 
current action by one (see “Su� ering Wounds” on 
page 8).

• Attack (): For each , one readied enemy that is 
engaged with the active hero attacks (see “Enemy 
Attacks” below).

• Nemesis (): For this tutorial, nemesis die icons 
have no e� ect and are ignored.

 ENEMY ATTACKS

Each attack icon () causes one enemy engaged with 
the active hero to attack, and each enemy can attack 
only once per action.

If there are more enemies engaged with the active hero 
than attack icons rolled, some enemies will not attack 
during this action. Enemies with higher attack values 
are prioritized as attackers before enemies with lower 
attack values.

When resolving attack icons (), the active hero totals 
the attack values from all attacking enemies and su� ers 
that many wounds (see “Su� ering Wounds” on page 
8), reducing the total number of wounds su� ered by 
one for each shield icon ().

Success
Token

Enemy Attack Value

inflictinflictiPreyPreyPlAcerAcerA

000 3322

Enemy Attack Value

cerAteAteA
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APPLYING SUCCESSES

When a hero performs an action, his successes are 
applied to that action as follows:

Explore: � e explore action allows a hero 
to progress through a location and discover 
useful items. 

When performing an explore action, the active 
hero places one progress token on the “� rong 
of Webs” location card for each success.

Rest: � e rest action allows a hero to recover 
wounds. 

When performing a rest action, the active 
hero recovers one wound for each success 
(see “Wounds” on page 8).

Aid: � e aid action allows a hero to boost 
another hero’s future action.

Before performing an aid action, the active 
hero chooses another hero (not himself) to 
aid. � en, for each success, the chosen hero 
claims one success token (), placing it on 
one of his action cards. Each action card can 
contain up to two success tokens (), which 
a hero can use later when performing that 
action (see “Success Tokens” on page 8).

Attack: � e attack action allows a hero to 
� ght an enemy, o� en allowing that hero to 
engage additional enemies.

Before performing an attack action, the active 
hero determines the target of the attack by 
choosing one enemy with which he is engaged. 
� e chosen enemy su� ers one wound () for 
each success (see “Wounds” on page 8).

If an attack action uses the phrase “Ranged 
Attack,” a hero can target any enemy, 
including one with which he is not engaged, 
such as an enemy engaged with another hero 
or in the shadows.

Some attack actions also allow a hero to 
target more than one enemy. When targeting 
more than one enemy, the active hero assigns 
wounds among the enemies as he chooses.



HERO ACTIVATION EXAMPLE

1. When the Ironbreaker activates, he chooses 
the “Inexorable Advance” action card. A� er 
choosing to not use the � rst e� ect (which 
would allow him to engage other enemies), 
he performs an attack.

2. His attack allows him to target the two 
enemies engaged with him: the Giant Wolf 
and the Rat Swarm. He rolls two white dice 
for his action and two black dice, one for 
each enemy engaged with him.

3. � e one  icon causes the enemy with the 
highest attack value to attack, which is the 
Giant Wolf. It has an attack value of “2.” 
� e  icon reduces the amount of wounds 
su� ered by one. � e Ironbreaker su� ers 1, 
placing a wound token on his hero card.

4. Since the Ironbreaker is attacking, he applies 
his one  icon to one of his targets; in this 
case, he chooses the Rat Swarm. � e Rat 
Swarm su� ers 1, and a wound token is 
placed on its card.

Attack

 » You may engage up to 2 enemies.

 » Attack:  . Before this action, you 
may target up to 2 enemies.

“Uzkular A Urki Karaz Ankor!”

—A Khazalid battle cry.

Ironbreaker - Basic

Inexorable Advance

1

Lacerate: If this enemy is 
engaged with you, become 

bleeding.

Prey: This enemy engages the hero 
with the most .

Wolves are sacred to Ulric. Killing a 
wolf is a rite of passage to Ulricans. 

inflictPreylAcerAte

0 32

Creature
II Giant Wolf

1 3

Most cities in the Empire have a 
bounty on rat tails. Rat-catchers 

can make a surprisingly good living, 
if they can avoid being devoured.

0

inflictAdvAnce

I
Creature

Rat Swarm

Ironbreaker
26

This hero activates 
twice during each hero 
phase.

Lacerate:
engaged with you, become 

bleeding.

Prey: This enemy engages the hero 
with the most .

Wolves are sacred to Ulric. Killing a 
wolf is a rite of passage to Ulricans. 

lAcerAcerA

 2

3

Creature

Rat SwarmRat Swarm
Creature

I Rat Swarm4

This hero activates 
twice during each hero 
phase.

This hero activates 
twice during each hero 
phase.

This hero activates 
twice during each hero 
phase.

333
4
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FACEDOWN ENEMIES

Facedown enemies are treated in the same fashion as 
faceup enemies, but the information on their cards 
is hidden. A facedown enemy is � ipped faceup in the 
following ways:

• When an e� ect causes it to su� er wounds

• A� er it is engaged

• Before it is activated (see “Enemy Activation”
to the right)

Faceup enemies, whether or not they were facedown 
before, cannot be � ipped facedown.

ENEMY ACTIVATION
A� er all heroes have activated, they take turns 
activating enemies. Starting with the party leader and 
proceeding clockwise, each hero activates one readied 
enemy. Heroes continue taking turns until all enemies 
in play are exhausted. 

CHOOSING AN ENEMY

When choosing an enemy to activate, the active hero 
must � rst choose a readied enemy with which he is 
engaged, if possible. If he is not engaged with any 
enemies, or if all enemies with which he is engaged are 
exhausted, he activates a readied enemy in the shadows.

If there are no readied enemies engaged with him or 
in the shadows, he skips his turn, and the next hero in 
clockwise order activates an enemy.

6
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RESOLVING ENEMY EFFECTS

Each enemy card has an e� ect bar that contains one or 
more keywords, which are abbreviations for speci� c 
game e� ects. 

A� er choosing an enemy, a hero resolves the keywords 
on his chosen enemy’s e� ect bar from le�  to right. Each 
keyword a� ects the hero who is resolving it.

� ere are three basic keywords that appear on many 
enemy cards, which heroes resolve as follows:

• Advance: � e enemy engages the hero activating it. 
If the enemy is already engaged with that hero, the 
e� ect is ignored.

• Retreat: � e enemy is placed faceup in the 
shadows. If the enemy is already in the shadows, 
the e� ect is ignored.

• In� ict: � e hero engaged with the 
enemy su� ers a number of wounds 
() equal to the enemy’s attack 
value (see “Su� ering Wounds” on 
page 8). If the enemy is in the 
shadows, the hero activating it 
su� ers these wounds.

In addition to these basic keywords, many enemies have 
unique keywords such as “Lacerate” or “Prey.” � e e� ects 
for these keywords are described on the enemy card.

A� er resolving an enemy’s e� ect bar, the enemy is 
exhausted. A� er all enemies are exhausted, the party 
readies each enemy.

inflictinflictiPreyPreyPlAcerAcerA AteAteA

Effect Bar

Enemy Attack
 Value

lAcerAcerA AteAteA

22

LOCATION EFFECTS
A� er completing all hero and enemy activations, the 
party resolves any location e� ects. Each location has a 
unique location e� ect printed on its card. For this 
tutorial, the party resolves the “� rong of Webs” 
location e� ect by having the party leader exhaust one of 
his action cards that does not contain the prepare icon. 
If all of his action cards without prepare icons are 
exhausted, the e� ect is ignored.  

Each location has an 
exploration value printed on 
its card. During this tutorial, 
when the amount of 
progress on the card is equal 
to that location’s exploration 
value and all enemies are 
defeated, the tutorial ends 
and the party wins. 

Note: � ere are one or more 
spawn values in the lower-
le�  corner of each location 
card. Heroes ignore those values during this tutorial.

END OF ROUND
At the end of every game round, the party leader passes 
the party leader token to the hero to his le� . � at hero 
begins the next round by activating.

Location Effect

7733
11

Thick webs choke the area, threatening 
to ensnare any interlopers as easily 
as the flies, rats, goblins, and horses 

these spiders seem to feed upon. 

At the end of the location phase,
the party leader exhausts 1 action.

Exploration Value

Location Effect

Thick webs choke the area, threatening 
to ensnare any interlopers as easily 
as the flies, rats, goblins, and horses 

these spiders seem to feed upon. 

At the end of the location phase,
the party leader exhausts 1 action.

77

Exploration Value
SHARING INFORMATION

Warhammer Quest: � e Adventure Card Game is 
a cooperative game. As such, the party can freely 
discuss strategies and share information. A player 
can look at any cards in any other player’s play 
area at any time.

7



STOP!
Players are ready to play the Warhammer Quest: 
� e Adventure Card Game tutorial. � e party 
wins the tutorial if all enemies are defeated and 
there are at least seven progress tokens on the 
“� rong of Webs” location card. If any hero is 
defeated, the party loses the tutorial.

A� er completing the tutorial, players can read 
the “Advanced Rules” section, starting on page 9, 
which describes how to play an entire quest.

LEARN TO PLAY

Additional Basic Rules
� is section provides players with additional rules 
needed to play the tutorial.

DUNGEON CARDS
A� er exploring, heroes draw and resolve one dungeon 
card from the dungeon deck. � ere are two types of 
dungeon cards: items and events. 

Items
Items are objects that heroes � nd while 
exploring a location. Most items provide 
the heroes with helpful, single-use e� ects. 
When a hero draws an item, he places it in 
his play area and can use it by following its 
instructions.

Events
Events are either helpful or harmful 
occurrences. When a hero draws an event, 
he must immediately read and resolve the 
instructions on the card. � en, he places that 
card in the dungeon discard pile.

Note: Treasure icons appear in the lower-
le�  corner of some dungeon cards. Heroes 
ignore those icons during this tutorial. 

CONDITIONS
� ere are three conditions, each of which 
applies an ongoing e� ect to a hero: 
empowered, bleeding, and sickened. When 
a hero receives a condition, he places the 
corresponding condition card in his play area.

Each condition card describes what that 
condition does and how it is removed. A 
hero cannot have more than one copy of the 
same condition card at the same time.

 SUCCESS TOKENS
When a hero claims a success token, such as from an 
aid action, he places it on one of his action cards (with a 
limit of two per card).

Before a hero rolls dice, he may choose to spend any 
number of success tokens () from his chosen action 
card. Each success token he spends in this way is placed in 
the play area and is treated as one success.  Spent success 
tokens are returned to the supply a� er each action.

Item CardItem Card

item

You may discard 
this card before 
or after a hero’s 

activation for that 
hero to recover 4.

Healing Potion

Event Card

event

A horrid creature 
springs out of the 

darkness and attacks!

Spawn 1 enemy.

Ambush

Bleeding

After your activation, 
suffer 1.

After another hero aids 
you, discard this card.

Condition 
Card

 WOUNDS
Wounds are represented by wound tokens. 
Each side of a wound token has a value on 
it, either “1” or “3.” � ese values indicate the 
number of wounds () the token represents.

 Su� ering Wounds
Each time a hero or enemy su� ers a wound (), a 
wound token is placed on that hero’s or enemy’s card. 

Each hero and enemy card contains a health value. If 
the value of wound tokens on a hero’s or enemy’s card 
meets or exceeds the health value on that card, that 
hero or enemy is defeated (see below).

Recovering Wounds
Each time a hero or enemy recovers a wound (), a 
wound token with the appropriate value is removed from 
that hero’s or enemy’s card and placed in the supply.

Defeated
When a hero is defeated, the tutorial ends 
immediately. During a normal game, a defeated hero 
is eliminated from the quest but returns during the 
settlement stage (see “Campaign Play” on page 13).

When an enemy is defeated, that enemy and any wound 
tokens on it are discarded.

Wound 
Token

Bright Wizard
10

Bright Wizards are  
masters of Aqshy, the Lore 

of Fire. They are known 
to be just as volatile and 

combustible in personality 
as the explosive magic they 

control.

Health 
Values

21
Preyinflict

0

I
Greenskin

Goblin Warrior

Prey: This enemy engages the 
hero with the most .

Goblins are endlessly wicked and 
mean-spirited, forever thieving and 
hurting those too weak to fight back. 

101010

Health Health 
Values

PreyPreyPnflict

000

Prey: This enemy engages the 
hero with the most 

Goblins are endlessly wicked and 
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 Advanced Rules
A� er playing the tutorial, players have a basic 
understanding of how to resolve hero and enemy actions. 
� is section provides players with advanced rules needed 
to complete the � rst quest of the campaign.

QUESTS
Warhammer Quest: � e Adventure Card Game includes 
� ve quests that players play in succession to form 
the “An Uneasy Alliance” campaign. � is game also 
includes the “Lost in the Dark” delve quest.

Quest Sheets
Each quest has a corresponding 
quest sheet that provides heroes 
with the rules necessary to set 
up and play a quest. Each sheet 
has two sides. One side contains 
setup information, story text, 
and consequences (rewards 
and penalties) for winning or 
losing the quest. � e party will 
reference this side before and a� er each quest. � e other 
side of the quest sheet contains quest rules, victory and 
defeat conditions, a peril track, and peril e� ects (see 
“Peril Phase” on page 10). � e party will use this side 
of the quest sheet while playing the game.

QUEST RULES

Each quest has special rules presented in a quest rules 
box above the peril track. It is very important for the 
party to read these rules before beginning a quest.

 SPAWNING ENEMIES
Various game e� ects require the party to spawn 
enemies. Enemies are always spawned one at a time, 
beginning with the party leader and proceeding 
clockwise. To spawn an enemy, a hero draws an enemy 
card from the enemy deck and places it faceup in the 
play area so he is engaged with it.

Quest Sheet

Victory Defeat

A Foul Stench 

If all heroes are defeated, resolve “Penalty” on the back of this sheet.During the location phase, if Grump’s Sump is fully explored, 
resolve “Reward” on the back of this sheet.

A grinning goblin steps into view. “Dis is Grump’s place!” He waves a nasty,A grinning goblin steps into view. “Dis is Grump’s place!” He waves a nasty,
filth-smeared dagger at you. “Zog off, or I’z gonna shank yer wif me shank!” filth-smeared dagger at you. “Zog off, or I’z gonna shank yer wif me shank!” 

Spawn Odious Grump.

“I warned yer!” Grump leaps from the darkness, his blade flashing. “Ain’t nuffin fer yer ‘ere!” “I warned yer!” Grump leaps from the darkness, his blade flashing. “Ain’t nuffin fer yer ‘ere!” 

Spawn Odious Grump. If he is already in play, he recovers all . Regardless, he activates and readies.. Regardless, he activates and readies.

After Odious Grump is defeated, he flees, and the party tracks him; place his
enemy card in the nemesis lair. Then, add 4 progress to the current location. 

The goblin leaps again into your midst, his “shank” slashing at you repeatedly. The goblin leaps again into your midst, his “shank” slashing at you repeatedly. 

Spawn Odious Grump. If he is already in play, he recovers all Spawn Odious Grump. If he is already in play, he recovers all . Regardless,
he activates and readies. Then, he activates and readies again.he activates and readies. Then, he activates and readies again.

an Uneasy alliance: QUest 1

After Odious Grump is defeated, he flees, and the party tracks him; place his
enemy card in the nemesis lair. Then, add 4 progress to the current location. 

aaannnanaanaana  U U Unenene Une U Une U Une U aaaneaneneaneneane sysysy a a asy asysy asysy asy llillilliaaancencenceanceaanceaancea : Q: Q: QUUU: QU: Q: QU: Q: QU: Q estestestUestUUestUUestU  1 1est 1estest 1est

Quest Rules Box

SEQUENCE OF PLAY
As mentioned during the tutorial, Warhammer Quest: 
� e Adventure Card Game is played over a series of 
game rounds. � ese rounds consist of four phases, 
which the party resolves in the following order:

1. Hero Phase: Each hero activates as described in 
the tutorial.

2. Enemy Phase: Each enemy activates as described 
in the tutorial.

3. Location Phase: � e party may travel to a new 
location and must resolve any applicable location 
e� ects (see “Location Phase” below).

4. Peril Phase: � e party increases peril and applies 
any applicable peril e� ects (see “Peril Phase” on 
page 10).

  Location Phase
During this phase, the party must resolve any applicable 
location e� ects and may travel to a new location. � en, 
the party proceeds to the peril phase (see “Peril Phase” 
on page 10).

Location E� ects
Each location card has a location e� ect. During the 
location phase, the party reads the location e� ect and 
resolves it, if necessary. Not all location e� ects are 
resolved each game round.

Travelling
When the amount of progress on a location card is 
equal to that location’s exploration value, that location 
is fully explored. During the location phase, 
if a location is fully explored, the party may choose to 
travel to a new location.

When the party travels, the previous location card and 
any progress tokens on it are discarded. Additionally, 
all non-nemesis enemy cards in the shadows are 
discarded (see “Nemesis” on page 11). � en, the 
party leader draws a new location card from the 
location deck, places it faceup in the play area, and 
spawns enemies.



A CHALLENGING ADVENTURE

Warhammer Quest: � e Adventure Card Game 
is a cooperative game that is tuned at a high 
di�  culty to o� er players a wealth of replayability. 
It is common for new players to lose a few quests 
as they are learning the game and developing 
their skills, especially when playing with fewer 
than four heroes. Winning relies upon players not 
only equipping and building their party wisely, 
but also working together to optimally overcome 
each obstacle.

LEARN TO PLAY

Spawning
When revealing a new 
location a� er travelling, 
the party must spawn 
enemies according to 
the spawn values on 
the location card. Each 
location card has two spawn values, the spawn value 
on a red background indicates how many enemies 
are spawned following the normal spawn rules (see 
“Spawning Enemies” on page 9). � e spawn value 
on the black background indicates how many enemies 
are spawned facedown in the shadows.

 PERIL PHASE
During the peril phase, the party increases peril by 
moving the peril token one space to the right on the 
peril track.

A� er increasing peril, the party resolves any peril e� ects 
that match the colour of the space on the peril track 
where the peril token is placed. If the peril token is 
placed on a space on the peril track that is not coloured 
green, blue, or red, no peril e� ect is resolved that phase.

If the peril token reaches the end of the track, each 
time peril would increase, it remains in the same space. 
However, any corresponding e� ects are still resolved.

ENGAGEMENT LIMIT
A hero cannot be engaged with more than three 
enemies at the same time. If a hero is engaged with 
three enemies and an e� ect forces a hero to become 
engaged with another enemy, that hero su� ers a 
number of wounds equal to that enemy’s attack value 
and that enemy is placed faceup in the shadows.

Normal 
Spawn

Shadow
Spawn 11

44
At the end of the location phase,
the highest-ranked enemy with
the “Inflict” keyword activates
and readies.

Spawn

44Shadow

11

Peril Increasing on the Peril Track

A grinning goblin steps into view. “Dis is Grump’s place!” He waves a nasty,A grinning goblin steps into view. “Dis is Grump’s place!” He waves a nasty,
filth-smeared dagger at you. “Zog off, or I’z gonna shank yer wif me shank!” filth-smeared dagger at you. “Zog off, or I’z gonna shank yer wif me shank!” 

Spawn Odious Grump.

Green Peril Effect

RESILIENCE
Some enemy cards have a resilience value. 
Each time an enemy with a resilience 
value would su� er wounds from an 
attack action, that enemy ignores a 
number of wounds equal to its resilience 
value. For example, if an enemy has a 
resilience value of “2” and it would su� er 
three wounds, it su� ers one wound 
instead. Any e� ect that causes an enemy to directly su� er 
wounds ignores an enemy’s resilience value.

  TIERS
Enemy cards, location cards, and quest sheets exist 
within a tier that is presented on that component. 

� e primary function of a tier is to determine, during 
setup, which enemies and locations can be included in 
which quests.

33222

currykirmishkirmishkirmish

Resilience
Value

33222

scurry

Resilience

Enemies: Shuffle Giant Bats, Gigantic Spiders, Goblin Warriors, Orc Boys, 4 open standard enemies, and 2 open elite 

I
Civilized

Confounding StairsII

Tier

Creature
II Giant Wolf

Tier

I

Tier
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 NEMESIS
Each quest contains a nemesis, which 
is a unique and powerful enemy. Each 
nemesis is distinguished by a quest icon 
located in the upper-le�  corner of the 
card, and these enemies are not shu�  ed 
into the enemy deck.

Nemesis Setup
� e “Enemies” section on each quest sheet describes 
where a nemesis is placed during setup (see “Enemy 
Deck” on the right). 

Nemesis Lair
Some quest sheets instruct the party to place the 
nemesis in the nemesis lair, which is a play area near 
the quest sheet. Heroes cannot target a nemesis in the 
nemesis lair unless the quest sheet speci� es otherwise.

Nemesis E� ects
Each nemesis has a nemesis e� ect located at the bottom 
of its card. When rolling dice during an action, a� er 
other icons are resolved, the party must resolve each 
nemesis e� ect if one or more nemesis icons () are 
produced. � ese e� ects are resolved if a nemesis is 
engaged with a hero, faceup in the shadows, or in the 
nemesis lair. Each nemesis e� ect is only resolved once, 
even if a roll produces multiple nemesis icons.

  DECK SETUP
Each quest comprises an enemy deck, a location deck, a 
dungeon deck, and a gear deck. � e party must create 
these decks during quest setup (see “Quest Setup” on 
page 2 of the Rules Reference). � e back side of each 
quest sheet details how to create each deck; some cards in 
those decks are shu�  ed randomly while other cards are 
speci� cally included.

When adding randomized cards, the party cannot know 
which cards were added.

Quest Icon
Similar to nemeses, there are a number 
of location, dungeon, and gear cards that 
display the quest icon in the upper-le�  
corner of the card. � ese cards are not 
shu�  ed into their respective decks unless 
speci� ed by the quest sheet or if present in 
the campaign pool (see “Campaign Pool” on page 13).

Quest Icon

1

inflict

retreAt

Creature, Elite

Giant Bat
I

0 2
While in the shadows, this 

enemy cannot suffer .
When the party travels, this enemy 

is not discarded.“The bats of Sylvania are vile, noisome 

abominations, spreaders of disease, 

scarcely better than rats with wings.”

inflict
inflict
i

Creature, Elite

Giant Bat

While in the shadows, this 
.

When the party travels, this enemy “The bats of Sylvania are vile, noisome 

abominations, spreaders of disease, 

scarcely better than rats with wings.”

1
inflict
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Creature
Giant Bat

I

0 1

While in the shadows, this 

enemy cannot suffer .

When the party travels, this enemy 

is not discarded.

“The bats of Sylvania are vile, noisome 

abominations, spreaders of disease, 

scarcely better than rats with wings.”
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Creature
Giant Bat

While in the shadows, this 

enemy cannot suffer .

When the party travels, this enemy 

is not discarded.

“The bats of Sylvania are vile, noisome 

abominations, spreaders of disease, 

scarcely better than rats with wings.”

1 inflict

retreAt

Creature
Giant Bat

I

0
1

While in the shadows, this 

enemy cannot suffer .

When the party travels, this enemy 

is not discarded.

“The bats of Sylvania are vile, noisome 

abominations, spreaders of disease, 

scarcely better than rats with wings.”

“Giant Bats” Enemy Set

Quest Icon

 Enemy Deck
When creating an enemy 
deck, a quest sheet will 
instruct the party to include 
a combination of speci� c 
enemies and open enemies. 

When a deck includes 
a speci� c enemy, add a 
complete set for that enemy 
to the deck—an enemy set 
contains two standard enemies and one elite enemy, 
all with the same name. For example, if a quest sheet 
instructs a party to add “Giant Bats” to the enemy deck, 
all three “Giant Bats” cards are added. 

For open enemies, the party randomly adds the 
speci� ed number of enemies, some standard and 
some elite, that are the same tier as the quest sheet (see 
“Tiers” on page 10).

Location Deck
When creating a location deck, a quest sheet will 
instruct the party to include a number of open 
locations, o� en including one speci� c location. If 
a quest sheet instructs the party to include open 
locations, the party adds random locations that are 
the same tier as the current quest sheet (see “Tiers” on 
page 10). 

Dungeon Deck
When creating a dungeon deck, a quest sheet will 
instruct the party to include a number of open dungeon 
cards. � e party randomly includes the speci� ed 
number of dungeon cards and places the remaining 
dungeon cards in the game box as they will not be used 
during the quest.

Gear Deck
When creating a gear deck, a quest sheet will instruct 
the party to include a number of open gear cards. � e 
party randomly includes the speci� ed number of gear 
cards and places the remaining gear cards in the game 
box as they will not be used during the quest.
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COMPLETING A QUEST
Each quest sheet describes how the party completes 
the quest. When the party resolves the “Victory” or 
“Defeat” condition presented on the front side of 
the quest sheet, the party resolves the “Reward” or 
“Penalty” section described on the back side of the 
quest sheet as instructed. � e party always proceeds to 
the next quest of the campaign, regardless of the quest’s 
outcome (see “Campaign Play” on page 13).

GEAR
Gear represents helpful items that heroes can � nd 
during a quest. A� er equipping a gear card, a hero 
can use its e� ects by following the instructions on the 
card. � ere are three gear types: armour, weapon, and 
accessory.

Gear Acquisition
Each time the active hero draws a dungeon 
card that contains a treasure icon, he either 
draws one gear card from the top of the gear 
deck or takes one gear card of his choice 
from the gear discard pile. A� er claiming 
a gear card, the active hero can equip it or 
discard it. To equip a gear card, a hero places 
it faceup in his play area. A� er a gear card is equipped, its 
e� ect is available for use.

Gear Restrictions
When equipping gear, a hero must obey the following 
restrictions:

CAPACITY

For the � rst quest of a campaign, each hero can equip 
only one gear card. If a hero draws a card from the gear 
deck and already has a gear card equipped, he discards 
one of his choice and equips the other. 

Between quests, a hero can increase his gear capacity, 
which allows him to equip more gear cards (see 
“Settlement Stage” on page 13).

LIMITATIONS

A� er a hero increases his gear capacity so he can 
equip more gear, he is limited to equipping one piece 
of armour, up to two weapons, and any number of 
accessories.

Treasure Icon

SMALL PARTIES
When playing a game with fewer than four heroes, 
there are a number of additional rules to compensate 
for not having a full party.

Health Modi� ers
Each hero card contains a hero icon. 
During setup, each hero uses the hero 
card that has a number of icons matching 
the number of heroes in the party.  

Extra Activations
Depending upon the number of heroes present during 
the game, some heroes may activate more than once 
during each hero phase:

• Four Heroes: Each hero activates once during each 
hero phase.

• 	 ree Heroes: � e party leader activates twice 
during each hero phase—he is the � rst and last
to activate.

• Two Heroes: Each hero activates twice, 
alternating turns.

Solo Play
When playing Warhammer Quest: � e Adventure Card 
Game with one player, that player controls two heroes 
and uses the health modi� er and extra activation rules 
as if he were playing a two-player game. 

If this hero is the party Hero Icon

STOP!
Players are ready to play the � rst quest of the 
campaign. To set up the quest, take the “A Foul 
Stench” quest sheet and follow the initial and 
quest setup instructions on pages 2 and 3 of the 
Rules Reference.

If any gameplay questions or issues arise during 
this quest, players should consult the appropriate 
section of the Rules Reference. A� er completing 
the quest, players can read “Campaign Play” 
on page 13 of this booklet to continue their 
adventure.   
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WHAT NOW?
Now players know all the rules necessary to play 
a campaign of Warhammer Quest: � e Adventure 
Card Game. Players can use the Rules Reference 
to set up each game and to seek answers for any 
questions that may arise while playing.  

LEARN TO PLAY

 CAMPAIGN PLAY
Warhammer Quest: � e Adventure Card Game includes 
the “An Uneasy Alliance” campaign, which consists of 
� ve quests that heroes play in a speci� c order. Between 
quests, there is a settlement stage in which the heroes 
upgrade their basic actions and obtain gear to help 
them combat the increasing challenge of the campaign. 
Additionally, the outcome of each quest can alter each 
subsequent quest in various ways.

 Campaign Pool
� e campaign pool consists of cards that are added 
to a quest during setup in addition to those found on 
the quest sheet. � e campaign pool changes, based on 
the outcome and events that occurred during previous 
quests. � e “Reward” and “Penalty” sections on each 
quest sheet describe which cards, if any, are added to 
the campaign pool. When creating decks during quest 
setup, cards from the campaign pool are added to their 
respective decks as follows:

• All nemeses in the campaign pool are shu�  ed into 
the enemy deck.

• One random dungeon card is removed from 
the dungeon deck for each dungeon card in the 
campaign pool. � en, all dungeon cards in the 
campaign pool are added to the dungeon deck.

• All “Legendary Fortune” cards in the campaign 
pool are shu�  ed into the gear deck.

Campaign Log
Page 15 of this Learn to Play booklet contains a 
campaign log. Heroes can use the campaign log to 
record information about the state of the campaign 
between play sessions. � e campaign log includes text 
boxes for players to record which heroes are in the 
party, the gear they have claimed, their gear capacity, 
and the actions they have upgraded. � ere are also text 
boxes for heroes to track the outcome of each quest  
and the contents of the campaign pool.

Legendary Gear
Each hero has three hero-speci� c legendary gear cards. 

� rough quest rewards, heroes can earn “Legendary 
Fortune” gear cards that are added to the campaign 
pool. When a hero claims a “Legendary Fortune” 
card from the gear deck, he places that card back in 
the campaign pool and randomly claims one of his 
legendary gear cards. 

 Settlement Stage
� e settlement stage occurs a� er a party completes a 
quest. During the settlement stage, heroes earn quest 
rewards, su� er quest penalties, and prepare for the next 
quest of the campaign.

To resolve the settlement stage, the party follows
these steps:

1. Earn Rewards/Su� er Penalties: � e party resolves 
either the “Reward” or “Penalty” section of the 
quest sheet as instructed.

2. Upgrade: Each hero visits the trainer, blacksmith, 
or arena to upgrade an action card, his gear, or his 
gear capacity (see “Settlement Actions” below).

3. Refresh: Each hero recovers all wounds, readies all 
action cards, and � ips all depleted gear cards faceup.

All cards added to the quest from the campaign 
pool (except defeated nemeses) are returned to 
the campaign pool. Any remaining cards and 
components are returned to their respective 
supplies.

SETTLEMENT ACTIONS

During the settlement stage, each hero can perform two 
of the following three actions:

• Visit Trainer: When a hero visits a trainer, he 
exchanges a basic action of his choice with its 
corresponding advanced action.

• Visit Blacksmith: When a hero visits the 
blacksmith, he draws two gear cards from the gear 
deck, chooses one of them to equip, and discards 
the other.

• Visit Arena: When a hero visits the arena, he 
increases his gear capacity by one, which he marks 
on the campaign log.
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 Delve Quests
Warhammer Quest: � e Adventure Card Game includes 
the “Lost in the Dark” delve quest for players who are 
seeking an additional challenge a� er they have completed 
a campaign. A delve quest is not part of a campaign. 
Rather, it is a stand-alone quest that provides players with 
accelerated, campaign-like progression.

During “Initial Setup,” players may choose to play a 
delve quest instead of a campaign. Like campaigns, 
delve quests use quest sheets. Each quest sheet that can 
be used for a delve quest has the “Delve Quest” trait 
instead of a campaign name and quest number. � ese 
delve quest sheets do not have tiers. As such, each 
delve quest sheet speci� cally describes how to create 
the decks. Additionally, each quest sheet describes how 
players upgrade their gear capacity and actions. All 
other quest setup rules, quest rules, and peril e� ects 
function as normal.
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Quest 1: A Foul Stench

Quest 2: Tracing the Toxicant

Settlement Phase

Settlement Phase

Settlement Phase

Settlement Phase

Win Lose Clear
Campaign Pool:

Quest Log
An Uneasy Alliance

Heroes

Win Lose Clear
Campaign Pool:

Settlement PhaseQuest 3: In Pursuit Win Lose Clear
Campaign Pool:

Settlement PhaseQuest 4: Firepower Win Lose Clear
Campaign Pool:

Quest 5: Waaagh! Win Lose
Campaign Pool:

✓

✓ ✓

✓

Hero Name:
Gear:

Capacity: ✓1✓2 3 4

Attack: 

Explore: 

Rest: 

Aid: 

Advanced Actions:

Hero Name:
Gear:

✓1✓2 3 4

Attack: 

Explore: 

Rest: 

Aid: 

Advanced Actions:

Capacity:

Hero Name:
Gear:

✓1✓2 3 4

Attack: 

Explore: 

Rest: 

Aid: 

Advanced Actions:

Capacity:

Hero Name:
Gear:

✓1✓2 3 4

Attack: 

Explore: 

Rest: 

Aid: 

Advanced Actions:

Capacity:

Permission granted to photocopy for personal use only. © Games Workshop Limited 2015. Campaign log also available for download at www.FantasyFlightGames.com.
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ACTIONS

Each time a hero activates, he resolves one of the 
following four actions:

Explore: Each  adds 1 progress to 
the active location.

Rest: Each  allows the active hero to 
recover 1.

Aid: Each  produces 1 for the 
targeted hero.

Attack: Each  applies 1 to the 
targeted enemy.

PHASES

Each game round contains four phases that heroes 
resolve in the following order:

1. Hero Phase

2. Enemy Phase

3. Location Phase

4. Peril Phase

ENEMY KEYWORDS

Most keywords are de� ned directly on the enemy 
cards where they preside, with the exception of 
those listed here:

• In� ict: � e hero engaged with the enemy who 
is resolving the keyword su� ers a number of  
equal to that enemy’s attack value. If the enemy 
is in the shadows, the active hero su� ers the .

• Advance: � e enemy resolving the keyword 
engages the active hero.

• Retreat: � e enemy resolving the keyword is 
placed in the shadows.

 SETTLEMENT  ACTIONS

During the settlement stage, each hero resolves two 
of the following settlement actions:

• Visit the Trainer: � e hero replaces one 
action of his choice with the advanced 
version of that action. To distinguish them 
from the basic versions, the advanced action 
cards have the “Advanced” trait displayed at 
the bottom of the card.

• Visit the Blacksmith: � e hero draws two 
cards from the gear deck. He may choose one 
to equip and discards the other.

• Visit the Arena: � e hero increases the limit 
on the amount of gear he can equip by one, 
marking this on the campaign log.

QUICK REFERENCE
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